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a landing net
dipped in the pond
full moon

Marta Chocilowska - Poland

as if she had
all her teeth
Nana's smile

Pat Davis - USA

old love letters . . .
the spill I need
to light a fire

Devin Harrison - Canada 

bitter cold
the prism's rainbow
in my coffee cup

Phyllis Lee - USA

beads of silver
dot my garden
spring dew

Celestine Nudanu - Ghana

wishing 
water was ice . . .
her new skates

Steven Smolak - USA



first snow
the many colours
of white

Andy McLellan - UK

Galanthus
the gods have spilled
their milk

Lee Nash - France

fresh snow . . .
following in the path
of others

Nancy Brady - USA

lifting clouds . . .
seagulls take over
the flooded field

Susan Constable - Canada

the pup
biting
snowflakes

Claire Vogel Camargo - USA

frozen fields
wheat and poppies
sleep together

Lucia Cardillo - Italy



night - 
more and more red
the holly berries

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore - Italy

spring fever
the deer and I
shed our coats

Marilyn Fleming - USA

exotic orchid
the patterns of cracks
in an old clay pot 

Jan Dobb - Australia 

on the rise
a wapiti's antlers
cradle the sun

Debbie Strange - Canada

sub-zero
our exhale
louder than words

Tiffany Shaw-Diaz - USA

silent forest
snow sifting
through the pines

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK



threads of snow-lace
on the windowpane
malted ovaltine

Jan Benson - USA

snowfall
the silver trail
of a falling star

Eufemia Griffo - Italy

somewhere
nowhere
dense fog

Olivier Schopfer - Switzerland 

sculpture garden
the cling of white
to her mittens

Tia Haynes - USA

winter night -
insomnia knitted
into a sweater

Precious Oboh - Nigeria 

northern lights
the colors
in his eyes 

Lori A. Minor - USA



torn cobweb
my fragile
ambitions

Anna Cates - USA

long socks 
my shadow stretches
into winter

Martha Magenta - UK

snow flurries
the emptiness
of wanting

Michael Stinson - USA

congregation
waiting for the bride
a church mouse

Mike Gallagher - Ireland

snowfall
the journey home
after goodbye

Lucia Fontana - Italy

black veils
of branch lace -
full moon

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA



----------  In the Starlight  ----------

receding tide . . .
a lineup
of shells

Adjei Agyei-Baah - Ghana
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